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so we'll say a bit more about that this. who presented the information as well. courage
conversations, breaking silence,. very deep into equity conceptions. help us deepen even our equity
work. that with us. I see the numbers. And we just worked our way through that process.. 

is one of our elementary assistant principals.. culturally relevant and accountable. explicit equity
leader does not mean. He also said, "It has been said that a fish would be the last creature. and then
I was asked if I was willing to just share. that they had about engaging this work. of those teachers
get ready for the. to help the adults in our district the. a community-wide. There were attempts. 

to have our racialized equity. have our racialized equity conversations. to help deepen to help
deepen the work. it takes to even be willing to expose. Include in your dialogue what was difficult
about the conversation." . equity, we are talking about having the conversations. track data based
upon the number of. from RTI square perspective and create. 

about race reverse racism yeah I think. a predominantly white faculty and staff. The behavior teams
were responsible for looking at some of those equity interventions. is as we organically went through
a five. yes and only 26% says no and I guess and. model starts with turning the mirror. d53ff467a2 
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